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If G is a finite group and p is a prime, define
x : G ª Zp
by setting, for g g G,
< <  : < 4x g s h g G the Sylow p-subgroups of g , h are abelian . .p
The object of this note is to prove that x is a generalized character. Itp
seems reasonable to hope that x is a character, but I do not know how top
prove it.
For each g g G, set
<  : 4P g s h g G the Sylow p-subgroups of g , h are abelian . 1 .  .
 y1 . y1  .Then we note that P u gu s u P g u, and so x is a class function.p
 . <  . <  .  .  .Set c g s C g , and define m g s x g rc g . I shall prove thatG p p
m g g Z for all g g G. 2 .  .p
Suppose this has been done. Then for each character w of G, we compute
 .  4x , w by letting g , . . . , g be a set of representatives for the conjugacyp 1 k
classes of G; we find that
k < <1 G
x , w s x g w g .  .  .p p i i< <G c g .iis1
k
s m g w g . .  . p i i
is1
 .  .Since m g g Z by assumption, it follows that x , w is an algebraicp i p
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 .  .  :  :integer. Since x g s x g 9 whenever g s g 9 , it also follows thatp p
 .  .x , w g Q, whence x , w g Z. Sincep p
x s x , w ? w , .p p
 .wgIrr G
 .x is a generalized character of G. So it only remains to show that 2p
holds. This requires some preliminary discussion.
If G is a finite group, C F G, and x g G, set
D x s D x , C , G s C x n , 3 .  .  .F
ngZ
< y1E x s E x , C , G s h g G 'u g C , d g D x 2 h s u x du . 4 .  .  .
Concerning these sets, we prove first that
< < < <E x s C for all x g G, C F G. 5 .  .
 .  . <  . <  4By 3 , we have D x F C. Set e s C : D x , and let c , . . . , c be a1 e
 .transversal to D x in C with c s 1. If u g C, then u s ¨c , where1 i
 .¨ g D x and 1 F i F e, whence
uy1 xD x u s cy1 ¨y1 xD x ¨c . .  .i i
  ..  .Since x g N D x and ¨ g D x , we haveG
¨y1 xD x ¨ s xD x , .  .
and the two equalities yield
uy1 xD x u s cy1 xD x c . 6 .  .  .i i
< y1  . < <  . <Clearly c xD x c s D x for all i. We proceed to show thati i
1 F i - j F e « cy1 xD x c l cy1 xD x c s f . 7 .  .  .i i j j
y1  .Suppose false, Write c c s ¨c with ¨ g D x and 1 F k F e. Sincei j k
i - j, we have c / 1, so 2 F k F e.k
 y1  . y1  . . y1 y1  . y1  .Since c c xD x c l c xD x c c s c c xD x c c l xD x ,j i i j j j j i i j
y1  . y1 y1  .  .and since c c xD x c c s c xD x c by 6 , it follows that there arej i i j k k
 .d , d g D x such that1 2
cy1 xd c s xd ;k 1 k 2
equivalently,
xy1c x s d c dy1 . 8 .k 1 k 2
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  ..  .Since x g N D x , 8 implies thatG
 :x g N D x , c , . .G k
which in turn implies that
 : x nD x , c : C s D x . .  .Fk
ngZ
 .  .In particular, c g D x , which is false as 2 F k F e. Thus 7 holds and sok
e
y1< < < < < < < <E x s c xD x c s e ? D x s C , .  .  . i i
is1
 .and 5 is proved.
We next show that
x g E x « E x s E x . 9 .  .  .  .0 0
 .  .Since x g E x , there are u g C, d g D x such that0
x s uy1 x du.0
Case 1. d s 1. We have
D x s C x n0 s C uy1 x n u . . F F0
ngZ ngZ
Since u g C, we get
u
y1 n n n uu x u x u xC s C s C s D x . .F F F /
ngZ ngZ ngZ
Hence
E x s ¨y1 x D x ¨ .  .D0 0 0
¨gC
s ¨y1 uy1 xu ? uy1D x u¨ .D
¨gC
y1s u¨ xD x u¨ s E x . .  .  .D
¨gC
 .So 9 holds when d s 1.
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Case 2. u s 1. Here x s xd. For each n g N, define d by setting0 n
d s xy ny1.dx ny1 ? xy ny2.dx ny2 ??? xy1dx ? d.n
 .   ..  .Since d g D x and x g N D x , it follows that d g D x for all n.G n
Also,
nn nx s xd s x d , .0 n
n   .. n   ..and since x d g N D x , it follows that x g N D x for all n g N.n G 0 G
n   ..  .Since x is of finite order, x g N D x for all n g Z. Since D x F C,0 0 G
 .  .  .  . y1the definition of D x and D x yields D x F D x . Since x s x d0 0 0
y1  .  .  .  .  .and d g D x F D x , symmetry yields D x F D x . So D x s0 0 0
 .  .  .  .  .D x , and so x D x s xdD x s xD x , and the definition of E x0 0
 .yields 9 in this case.
y1  .As for the case x s u x du, where u g C, u / 1 and d g D x ,0
d / 1, we get from Case 1 that
E x s E xd , .  .
and from Case 2 that
E x s E xd , .  .0
 .  .so 9 follows. From 9 , we conclude that there are x , x , . . . , x g G1 2 m
 .such that G is the disjoint union of the sets E x , 1 F i F m. Sincei
<  . < < < < <E x s C for all i, it follows that m s G : C .i
 .  .  .Now pick g g G, and set C s C g . Define P g by 1 , and letG
 .  .E x , . . . , E x be the sets constructed earlier with our present C in the1 m
 .role of the former C. To show that m g g Z, it suffices to show thatp
if 1 F i F m and P g l E x / f , then E x : P g . .  .  .  .i i
 .  .So we fix an i such that P g l E x / f, set x s x , and choosei i
 .  .  .  .  .x9 g P g F E x . Since E x s E x9 by 9 , we may assume that notation
 .  .  .has been chosen so that x g P g l E x . By definition of P g , it follows
 :that the Sylow p-subgroups of g, x are abelian. Set
 x n < :U s g n g Z .
 :  :  : < : < aThen g, x s U x , U e g, x , and if g, x : U s p ? r, where a g Z,
 r:  :a G 0, and p ¦ r, then U x contains all the Sylow p-subgroups of g, x .
Write x r s yz s zy, where y is a p-element and z is p-regular. Thus, y
 :centralizes some Sylow p-subgroup Q of U, Q9 s 1, and Q, y is an
 :abelian Sylow p-subgroup of g, x .
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 . w  . x nNow D x F C, so D x , g s 1. If we conjugate this equation by x
 .  . x n w  . x n xand use D x s D x , we get D x , g s 1 for all n g Z. Thus
w  . x  .D x , U s 1. This implies that if d g D x and we set x s xd, then0
 x n0 < :U s g n g Z .
 :Since x and x induce the same automorphism of U and since g, x s0 0
 :  :U x , it follows that the Sylow p-subgroups of g, x are abelian for all0 0
 .  . ux g xD x . If u g C and x g xD x , then since g s g , it follows that0 0
 y1 :  :u  y1 :g, u x u s g, x , and so the Sylow p-subgroups of g, u x du are0 0
 .  .abelian for all u g C, d g D x . This completes the proof that m g g Z,p
and so completes the proof that x is a generalized character.p
Remark. Defining x and x bynilp solv
< < : < 4x g s h g G g , h is nilpotent , .nilp
< < : < 4x g s h g G g , h is solvable , .solv
one sees that these two class functions are also generalized characters, and
they are quite possibly characters.
 .In a somewhat different context, the sets E x have been considered by
S. Dowkin.
